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To: BMC Anesthesiology Editor

Re: Intraoperative ventilation: incidence and risk factors for receiving large tidal volumes during general anesthesia_final

Dear BMC Anesthesiology Editor:

We are submitting the final version of our manuscript with the requested formatting changes (please see attached).

We look forward to your response. Do not hesitate to contact us if there is anything else we should modify.

Thank you on behalf of myself and my co-authors.

Sincerely,

Ana Fernandez-Bustamante, M.D., Ph.D.
**Formatting changes to be made:**

-----------------------------

**Major revision**

Authors' contributions: Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript. – *Done.*

Please place the tables and the figure titles and legends after the reference list. – *Done.*

Figures: The first figure referenced in the manuscript text should be Figure 1. The second, figure 2, etc. Please reorder the figure citation so that they are cited in consecutive order. All figures must be cited; figures not cited will be excluded from the final manuscript. – *In the last version we had fused paragraphs following reviewers' suggestions but moved the fused paragraph earlier in the Results section and did not reordered the figures. We apologize for the late confusion but believe the order of the figures is relevant and have moved the fused paragraph, with the outcomes results, later in the section. This way we do not have to change the order of the figures and both text and figures, in our opinion, describe first the cohort and findings and later present the relevance of such findings in terms of clinical outcomes. Please let us know if this is unacceptable and we will move the paragraph to the previous position and reorder the figures.*

Ethical approval (Only action IF applicable): Any experimental research that is reported in the manuscript should have been performed with the approval of an appropriate ethics committee. Research carried out on humans must be in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration, and any experimental research on animals should follow internationally recognized guidelines. A statement to this effect must appear in the Methods section of the manuscript, including the name of the body which gave approval, with a reference number where appropriate. – *N/A.*

**Minor revisions**

Please delete page numbers. – *Done.*

Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript. – *Done.*

Tables: please remove the visible vertical lines from your tables. – *Done.*

Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here: [http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures](http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures) – *Done.*

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the
final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance. – Done.